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Letting Our Hatred Run Life 

By Rabbi Harold M. Schulweis 

(Editor's Note: talk by Rabbi Harold Schulweis was a feature of the recent General Assembly 

of the Council of Jewish Federations in Chicago. It is being printed in two instalments. Rabbi 

Schulweis has sent us a somewhat shortened version, as per his promise to us but so 

precious were his words that we are printing the full text as we recorded at the time. He is 

the creative spiritual leader of Valley Beth Shalom Congregation Encino, Ca. and may be 
said to be the father of the Havurah movement  

For myself I am very compelled by your introduction and I stand in proper awe before my 
presence.  

There is a story of two Hassidim who are dealing with our issue. They were surveying the 

entire world Jewish condition, and they wanted to cut through all of the complexities and all 

of the analyses and one of them said to the other, "The whole world is divided into two First 

of all you have then and us, and you all know who they are. And there is no point talking 

about them--let's talk about us. Among us the whole world is divided between misnagdim 

and hassidim. We all know about the misnagdim and there is no point talking about them, 

let's talk about us. Among us – Hassidim – the whole world is really divided between the 

Lubavitcher and the Satmars. And we all know about the Satmar. There's no point talking 

about that. So among us Lubavitchers there are divided in to two parts. One is called the 

maskilim and the other are the people who like to go to the shabbus tish they like to drink 

Chaim, but they are not real scholars, they don't know the Tanya. Among the Maskilim, that 

represents the real elite of Lubavitch. Now among the Maskilim, that means you and me. 
And you know how little you know. 

It is in the nature of split thinking to divide the world into two parts. This dichotomous thinking 

invariably begins with them and us. But invariably it will end with us alone. It will rip us apart 
until what is left is a solipsistic cult of one.  

So let us talk a little bit about us. What's happening to us. What accounts for the acrimony, 

the biting rhetoric, the instability that leads to the disenfranchisement of movements, to the 

deligitimation of persons, to the graffiti on both secular and religious walls. Is it simply a 

question of some denominational conceit, some political advantage, or is it really a question 

of an intellectual debate over definitions - who is a Jew and who is a Rabbi and who is a 
neighbour?  

It seems to me that there is something in the total, forget the content, simply the total which 

indicates that there is something much deeper behind the surface of these divisions. There 

is an anger in us. A cumulative anger which has broken loose of its traditional constraints. A 

long-festering rage against Jewish impotence which has reached its breaking point. A 

resentment not against specific targets, but against things in general. The anger is a long 

repressed anger, and it strikes out and it will strike out at any accessible targets and if it can 
find no target, it will find itself.   

I think of Chaim Nachman Bialik, after the Kishinev pogrom. Outraged, not so much at the 

pogromchiks, but outraged at the passivity of the Jewish villagers, they fled like mice and hid 

like roaches, and died a dog’s death. Bialik mocks the Jewish husbands, impotent men, who 

slyly and shyly asked their rabbis about their right, their raped wives. My wife, what is she? 

Is she now permitted to me or not? And Bialik argued that Jews ought to release the cruel 

poison of the cobra in you, and that was only Kishinev in 1903. This is what the 

phenomenonologist, Max Shaler, called "resentment". The evil secretion in a sealed vessel 
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of impotence. Its spills over in all of us. In the most festered occasions, at the wedding, at 

the in Passover celebration of freedom suddenly there is the rage — pour out, oh God, thy 
rage upon the nations who have not recognized you and have consumed our people. 

There is an anger in us. And it is important to recognize anger in you individually, and in you 

collectively as a people. What would you expect, that there should be no anger in the Jewish 

people? Any people so brutally terrorized should be expected to emerge unscathed from this 

attack upon the psyche of a whole people? Can any people so savagely and repeatedly 

battered expect to remain altogether calm, altogether rational, altogether normal, absorbing 

this massive psyche trauma upon us? We are human beings. We are not a supernatural 

people. We are not saints. We are a human people who has barely completed the body 

count of its own murder. Two out of every five Jews on earth, the wasting of 40% of our 

people, 1.5 million Jewish children destroyed. How could it not affect the way in which we 
respond to the world, to ourselves, how could it not affect the Jewish psyche? 

We are a human people, and we have experienced the greatest insult that possibly can be 

experienced by any people. Insults in which the enemy says we don't want your conversion. 

We don't want your property. You and your children have no right to live. This is 

unconditional hatred. 

Forty years after the volcanic earthquake that shook the foundation of Jewish trust, the 

temblers continue to explode. But now they reveal something else, something more than the 

Nazi fascist cruelty. But in recent years, increasingly, documents are released in which the 

betrayals, the callousness, the abandonment of the Jews by prelates and priests and 

presidents become clear. The punitive allies in foreign offices, in Parliaments; in Congress, 

even by the great Jewish hope of those years, the apotheosis of non-Jewish friendship, 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, is a tragic disappointment have a cousin here whom Harvey, in 

my uncle's house; in the Bronx. There was no other portrait hung from the walls but that of 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt. It was heard throughout the land, The Yidden hubben drei 
velten-des velt, yenner velt un Roosevelt. (laughter). The portrait is removed from the wall. 

Gemorrah says: When, the kettle boils over, it spills hot water over its sides. So now the got 

to use the word goyim. If you said goyim that anger begins to spread, not only against the 

Nazis and the fascists. There are post-Holocaust angers against the whole of Western 

Civilization. 

Liberalism, rationalism universalism, pluralism, humanism, democracy, the God's that failed 

the Jews at Auschwitz. What has gentile history bequeathed us? Just let me consult the 

Oxford English Dictionary and you will see the vocabulary which is related to the experience 

the world with the Jews. Blood libel, ghetto pogrom, deicide, genocide. So the goIem within 

us, the golem of rage now rises. It is composed of impotence and betrayal, fear, guilt and 

disillusionment, and it strikes out against all of civilization. In 1967, the most popular song in 

Israel was "Blood Be Expressed". The whole world is against us. If so, we don't give a damn. 

If the whole world is against us, let the whole world go to hell. And so you have here a 

Jewish version of contemptus mundi – the contempt of the world. A major Jewish theologian 

commenting on the murder of one-million Jewish children speaks to his Christian colleagues, 

and writes, all we want of Christians is that they keep their hands off our children. 

The address is to west. We have nothing to learn from you. How dare you lecture us about 

the way in which we deal with minorities? How dare you lecture us about morality in general 

freedom of conscience, the mandate of pluralism after Dachau, after Treblinka, after the 

White Paper, after the Munich, Conference, after the Struma after the St. Louis; after 

Buchenwald, after Birkenau, western civilization has forfeited all its claims to moral 
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credibility. We are exempt from your hypocrisy: We are exempt from your duplicitous double 
standards.   

So the anger now is not just against the axis powers. Not just against totalitarian regimes. 

The anger is against civilization, western civilization, the emancipation and the 

enlightenment which is in itself is contaminated and it is contaminating. And all Jews who 

now are taken in by the sophistication, by the outer trappings, by the seductions of Western 

poetry and Western philosophy and Western science and Western political theory, those 

Jews are collaborate's, those Jews are the synthesizers with Western culture who have 

dropped their fidelity and their loyalty to their people and their tradition. So characteristically, 

the great authority, Rabbi Aaron Cutler, of Olav Hasholom, says: "Even those rabbinic 

leaders of Orthodox convictions who receive secular education cannot express authentic 

Torah views." Westernization is betrayal. And so the anger of impotence now turns within, 

not simply with the goyim. The division is no longer between them and us, but the division is 

within us. And with the labor of anger comes the birth of definitions. Whenever you are angry 

you begin to define. You define with a special kind of labeling. These, are definitions of 

restriction, definitions to exclude, definitions to segregate.  

Let me give you a good illustration, or an illustration anyhow. The illustration is noblest, most 

ecumenical verse of all, Leviticus 19:18. You shall love thy neighbor as thyself. But wait. 

Who is the neighbor that we are supposed to love? Is the neighbor the alien, the Arab, the 

Mormon, the Christian, the goy? And so an old intrepretation is now recovered and used. 

The neighbor means — your fellow Jew. And hold on, and who is your fellow Jew? The 

commentary goes on the fellow Jew who observes the way you do, who thinks the way you 

do, who has your same theology, and your same ritual orthopraxy. So the exclusivistic 

definition of "Love thy neighbor as thyself" which begins with a differentiation between the 

goyim and us, and you know you've got to use the word goiym. If you said goyim, that 

means nations. If you say goy you know what I'm talking about. So it begins with them and 

us and it is internalized because it is the nature of anger in your personal lives and in our 
collective lives, anger which is unmastered boomerangs 

Definitions turn into labels. And they seep into our ideologies. Look around you. Wherever 

you come from, and you come from all parts of the United States. But look about you in your 

own community. How the angers and the fears and the suspicions and the definitions and 
the labels keep your children from mine. 

Despite the grand rhetoric warning of low fertility rates, the errosion of the Jewish family, the 

ringing of the hands about the phenomenon of mixed marriage, caveats against the 

incursion of the cults. Despite all of this, our nurseries, our toddler programs, our Hebrew 

Schools, our Hebrew High Schools, our Yeshivas, our Day Schools, our summer camps, our 

youth programs are denominationally segregated. A small people with labeling definition 

grows smaller. U.S.Y., the Conservative Jewish Youth, NIFTY, the Reform Jewish Youth, 

NCSY, the Orthodox Jewish Youth. Do not fraternize. They do not sing. They do not dance 

they do play and they certainly do not pray together. They claim modern festivals, common 

festivals and pasts, but they perform no Jewish liturgy, no oratorios, no grammar, no poetry, 
no dance, neither Sukkoth nor yom atzmaut together. 

This is to be done in the manner of almost an explicit apartheid policy. Youth leaders, 

educators are drawn into this kind of schism. If all its claims to moral credibility. We are 

exempt the critical mass necessary for Jewish marriage is to be retained, certainly it cannot 

be further shriveled. Ironically, we may lose the war against mixed marriage, but we will 

surely win the battle against Jewish-Jewish interdenominational union. We parents, we 

grandparents, would be wise to consult the twenty- second chapter of the book of Joshua in 
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which the leaders of the 12 Tribes are worried lest their children will not recognize each 

other. And I now quote, "Lest tomorrow our children will say to one another, you have no 
part in the Lord." 

Federations represent to its glory transdenominational Jews. You come from all walks of 

philosophy, of schools of thought. And you have got to encourage in your communities, your 

artists, your educators, your rabbis, your social workers, your cantors, to keep our children 

from estrangement. You cannot visit our angers upon the innocence of their children. And 

here I want to congratulate Dr.Yitz Greenberg of the organization of CLAL Israel for 

sustaining their angerless wisdom and their angerless vision and working in the field of 
anger unification. (applause)  

Anger is very powerful. Anger has the capacity to pull us together in irrational company, in a 

maddening moment it provides unity in rage. And all of us are angry. And unless we 

understand that anger, all of us who allow ourselves to feel know the embitterment even this 

past year, the twinge at Bitburg, the cynical elections in Austria, the massacres in the 

synagogue of Istanbul, and but yesterday the bombing of synagogue in Belgium. We must 

understand rage and respect it. We have been well counseled by wise rabbis. We are an old 

people. "Do not passify your friend in the hour of his anger and do not attempt to comfort him 

while his dead lies before him." Allow the mourner to bury his dead, to shed his tears, to cry 

out his anger, and to rend his garment. Respect the mourning, respect the anger. But, as the 

rabbis understood, he who mourns over much, he who recites the Kaddish beyond eleven 
months no longer mourns for the deceased, but for another, perhaps for one's self.  

Anger has its place and its time, but when t anger becomes obsessive, when anger 

becomes excessive, when anger turns within and threatens to tear us apart, it is imperative 

to ask who are you angry at. What are you angry about? You have to make sure whether or 

not the enemy is the true enemy. Is our true enemy political emancipation and cultural 

enlightenment or the fear that the only way we Jews can function is in a closed society kept 

safely away from the attractions of the world? Is our enemy freedom in pluralism, or is it in 

fact the lack of confidence in our own Jewish convictions and the persuasion of our beliefs? 

Are Jewish humanism, Jewish universalism, Jewish pluralism, the proper targets of our 

anger, or are we afraid that the only way we can maintain our children and ourselves is by 

superimposing a forced insularity? Do we paradoxically become dependent even 

psychologically on anti-Semitism to scare us into-beginning, into belonging, into believing? 

Who are we to each other when the anti-Semite leaves the room? Where are our 

affirmations when the negations have gone? He who is angry over much, he who mourns 

over much, may not be mourning or angry about another human being. We have to master 

our trauma. It is the imperative of the post-Holocaust years, especially now 40 years after, 

because there is a wisdom in mourning for the individual and for the brood, and for rage. The 

wisdom is to hold on and to let go. Hold on to your memory, lest you betray the lessons of 

the past. But let go lest you murder the possibilities of the future. 

I want to present to you two classic responses to tragedy. Two ways in which the tradition 

deals with its anger, because I think that behind that resonates the deep divisions that are 

beginning to emerge between us. The first comes from the Talmud Shabbat, and records a 

conversation among rabbis after the destruction of the temple by the Romans Rabbi Yehuda 

Ben Eli acknowledges the glories of Rome. They have bridges and aquducts, they have 

beautiful statues; classic forms, they have bathhouses. But Shimon Bar Yochai will hear 

nothing of this. He is disgusted with the whole of Roman civilization. And he says Roman 

Civilization is all for selfish purposes, for taxes and for harlotry. So Shimon Bar Yochai 

loathing the trappings of Roman civilization in despair of Jewish subservience escapes with 
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his son Eliezer into a cave. They dig themselves into the sand so that their clothes may not 

wear away. They study Torah and they pray. And they do this for 12 years. During that time, 

Shimon Bar Yochai says to his son, to hell with the world-you and I are sufficient for this 

world.  

At the end of 12 years, news comes that the, emperor has died and they leave their enclave.  

They walk into the world and they think people are very busy-they are building, they are 

sowing the fields, and they are so angry that everything that they look at is consumed into 

fire. They say to them, to the other people, how dare they forsake eternal life for temporary 

activities. Everything is consumed, until a voice from Heaven comes and says, "Did you 
come to destroy my world? Go back to the cave!” 

To Be Continued 

 


